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Ising model with periodi pinning of mobile defets
M. Holtshneider and W. Selke
Institut für Theoretishe Physik, Tehnishe Hohshule,D52056 Aahen, Germany
A twodimensional Ising model with shortrange interations and mobile defets desribing
the formation and thermal destrution of defet stripes is studied. In partiular, the eet of a
loal pinning of the defets at the sites of straight equidistant lines is analysed using Monte Carlo
simulations and the transfer matrix method. The pinning leads to a longrange ordered magneti
phase at low temperatures. The dependene of the phase transition temperature, at whih the
defet stripes are destabilized, on the pinning strength is determined. The transition seems to be
of rst order, with and without pinning.
PACS numbers: 05.10.Ln, 05.50+q, 74.72.Dn, 75.10.Hk
I. INTRODUCTION
Striped magneti strutures in hightemperature su-
perondutors and related materials have attrated muh
interest for more than a deade, both theoretially and
experimentally [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6℄. In that ontext, moti-
vated by reent experiments on (Sr, Ca, La)14Cu24O41
[7, 8℄, a lass of rather simple twodimensional Ising
models has been introdued desribing the formation and
thermal destrution of defet stripes [9℄.
The model onsists of spin-1/2 Ising variables, mimik-
ing Cu
2+
ions, and nonmagneti defets, S = 0, orre-
sponding to holes. The spins are arranged in hains with
antiferromagneti interations, Ja < 0, between neigh-
boring spins in adjaent hains. Along the hains, neigh-
boring spins are oupled ferromagnetially, J > 0, while
nextnearest neighbor spins separated by a defet inter-
at antiferromagnetially, J0 < 0. The defets are al-
lowed to move along the hain through the rystal. The
mobility of the defets is determined by the hanges in the
magneti energy enountered during their motion (an-
nealed Ising model).
In a 'minimal variant' of the model, the ouplings in
the hains, J and |J0|, are assumed to be indenitely
strong. The minimal model has been shown to desribe
the formation of defet stripes, oriented perpendiular to
the hains, whose ohereny gets destroyed at a phase
transition. At the transition, one observes a pairing ef-
fet for the defets in the hains, reeting an eetively
attrative interation between defets mediated by the
magneti interation between the hains, Ja. The ther-
mal behavior of the full model, hoosing experimentally
realisti values of the ouplings in the hains, resembles
losely that of the minimal model [9℄.
The aim of this paper is to study the impat of a loal
defet pinning energy of strength Ep on thermal proper-
ties of the minimal model. In the experimentally stud-
ied (Sr, Ca, La)14Cu24O41 ompounds [7, 8℄, holes are
pinned by Ca or Laions, whih, in turn, are rather
immobile. In the following, we assume that the xed
pinning sites form straight equidistant lines perpendiu-
lar to the hains, with the number of pinning sites being
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FIG. 1: Sketh of the interations in the Ising model on a
square lattie with periodi pinning of mobile defets.
equal to the number of defets. Beyond the spei ex-
perimental motivation, the model is hoped and believed
to be of genuine theoretial interest.
Of ourse, the model still allows for thermal utu-
ations of the defet stripes at nite pinning strength.
Indeed, the instability of the defet stripes and the ef-
fets of the pinning on the spin ordering are intriguing
features of the present model. In partiular, at low tem-
peratures spin orrelations are expeted to beome long
ranged for nonvanishing pinning, while they deay alge-
braially when Ep = 0 [9℄. The dependene of the phase
transition, at whih the defet stripes get destroyed, on
Ep is an interesting aspet of the model as well. Without
pinning, the transition temperature had been estimated,
but the type of the transition had not been studied.
The layout of the paper is as follows. In the next
setion, we shall introdue the model and the methods,
Monte Carlo simulations and transfer matrix alula-
tions. Results will then be presented and disussed in
Set. III. Finally, a short summary onludes the artile.
II. MODEL AND METHODS
We onsider an Ising model on a square lattie, set-
ting the lattie onstant equal to one. Eah lattie site
(i, j) is oupied either by a spin, Si,j = ±1, or by a
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FIG. 2: Typial Monte Carlo equilibrium ongurations of the minimal model, Θ = 0.1 and qp = 1.0, of size L = M = 40 at
temperatures kBT/|Ja| = 0.8 (a), 2.3 (b), and 2.9 (). Only parts of the systems are shown.
defet orresponding to spin zero, Si,j = 0, see Fig. 1.
The defets are mobile along one of the axes of the lat-
tie, the hain diretion. The sites in the j-th hain are
denoted by (i, j). We assume a ferromagneti oupling,
J > 0, between neighboring spins, Si,j and Si±1,j , along
the hain, augmented by an antiferromagneti intera-
tion, J0 < 0, between those nextnearest spins in the
same hain, whih are separated by a defet. Spins in
adjaent hains, Si,j and Si,j±1, are oupled antiferro-
magnetially, Ja < 0. Usually a minimal distane of two
lattie spaings between neighboring defets in a hain
is assumed, i.e. two defets are separated by at least
one spin due to strong short range repulsion between de-
fets (alternatively, one may introdue an additional fer-
romagneti oupling between spins separated by a pair of
nearestneighboring defets). A loal pinning potential
ats on the defets, lowering the energy of the defets at
xed sites by an amount Ep. In the following, we hoose
pinning sites along equidistant straight lines, i = ip, per-
pendiular to the hains with the number of pinning sites
being equal to the number of defets, Nd. Aordingly,
the Hamiltonian of the model may be written as
H = −
∑
ij
[JSi,jSi±1,j + J0Si,jSi±2,j(1− S
2
i±1,j)
+JaSi,jSi,j±1 + Ep(1− S
2
i,j)δi,ip ], (1)
see Fig. 1. We assume that the number of defets is the
same in eah hain, determined by the defet onentra-
tion Θ, denoting the total number of defets divided by
the total number of sites, Nd/N . In this study, we set
Θ = 0.1, where the distane between the pinning lines is
then ten lattie spaings.
In the following we onsider the 'minimal' variant of
the model by assuming the ouplings in the hain, J and
|J0|, to be indenitely strong [9℄. Thene the spins form
intat lusters in the hains between two onseutive de-
fets, and neighboring spin lusters have opposite sign.
Thermal quantities depend only on, say, kBT/|Ja| and
the ratio qp = Ep/|Ja|.
To study the minimal model with pinning of mobile
defets, we used Monte Carlo tehniques [10℄ and the
transfer matrix method [11℄.
In the simulations, a new onguration of spins and
defets may be generated by exhanging a defet with a
neighboring spin in a hain, reversing the sign of the spin
to keep intat spin lusters. The energy hange assoi-
ated with this elementary proess is determined by Ja
and Ep, see the Hamiltonian (1). As usual, the related
Boltzmann fator determines the probability of aept-
ing the new onguration [10℄. Of ourse, simulations are
performed on nite latties withN = L×M sites, L being
the number of sites in a hain. We shall present results for
L = M . We employ full periodi boundary onditions.
To investigate nite size eets, the linear dimensions, L
and M , were varied from 20 to 320. Typially, runs of
at least a few 106 Monte Carlo steps per defet were per-
formed, averaging then over suh realizations to estimate
error bars. The pinning strength, qp = Ep/|Ja|, ranged
from 0 to 2.0.
The transfer matrix alulations were done in the stan-
dard way [11℄ with the matries representing the inter-
ations of the entire hains. All eigenvalues and eigen-
vetors were omputed numerially, enabling us to derive
quantities for arbitraryM , being nite or innite. Study-
ing the ase Θ = 0.1, L was hosen to be 20, with two
defets per hain. Larger systems, i.e. with L being at
least 40, are outside the urrent reah of omputer faili-
ties. Of ourse, one may study the ase of more than two
defet stripes in the ase of L = 20 by enlargening the
3defet onentration. We shall onsider here, however,
only the ase of a xed value of Θ = 0.1. qp ranged from
0 to 5.0.
Physial quantities of interest inlude the spei heat,
C, and spin orrelation funtions (depending, in general,
on the distane from the pinning lines, i.e. on i), parallel
to the hains,
G1(i, r) =

∑
j
〈Si,jSi+r,j〉

 /L, (2)
and perpendiular to the hains,
G2(i, r) =

∑
j
〈Si,jSi,j+r〉

 /L, (3)
onsidering systems with M = L. Without pinning, the
defets are expeted to be deloalized so that there is
full translational invariane, and the spin orrelations do
not depend on i. Note that in the thermodynami limit
for innitely large distane, r → ∞, the perpendiular
orrelations G2(r) determine the prole of the squared
magnetization
m2(i) = lim
L→∞
m2L(i) = lim
L→∞
G2(i, L/2) (4)
We also alulated less ommon mirosopi quanti-
ties whih desribe the stability of the defet stripes and
the ordering of the defets in the hains. In partiular,
we omputed the average minimal distane, dm, between
eah defet in hain j, at position (id, j), and those in
the next hain, at (i′d, j + 1), i.e.
dm =
∑
id
〈min |id − i
′
d|〉/Nd, (5)
dividing the sum by the number of defets, Nd. Further-
more, we alulated the luster distribution, nd(l), de-
noting the probability that onseutive defets in a hain
are separated by l spins, in analogy to the distribution
of luster lengths in perolation theory [12℄. Our main
emphasis will be on pairs of defets with l = 1. Finally, it
turned out to be quite useful to visualize the mirosopi
spin and defet ongurations as enountered during the
simulation.
III. RESULTS
In the ground state, T = 0, of the minimal model, the
defets form straight stripes perpendiular to the hains,
separating antiferromagneti domains of spins. Without
pinning, Ep = 0, the ground state is highly degenerate.
Eah arrangement of defet stripes separated by at least
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FIG. 3: Proles of the absolute magnetization ML(k), at pin-
ning strength qp = 0.2 (full symbols) and 2.0 (open symbols),
with k = 1 (squares), 2 (diamonds), 3 (triangles up), 4 (tri-
angles left), 5 (triangles down) and 6 (triangles right). Re-
sults have been obtained from simulations of systems of size
L = M = 160.
two lattie spaings has the same lowest possible energy,
resulting in an exponential deay of the orrelations G1
parallel to the hains, while the spins are perfetly or-
related perpendiular to the hains [9℄. By introduing
the pinning potential, Ep > 0, the defet stripes oinide
with the pinning lines, at i = ip. Obviously, G1 ontin-
ues to osillate, but now with a onstant amplitude. Of
ourse, the spin orrelations perpendiular to the hains,
G2(r), are equal to 1 for even distanes r and −1 for odd
distanes r, when staying away from the pinning lines,
ip.
Inreasing the temperature, T > 0, the defets are al-
lowed to move so that the stripes start to meander and
nally break up, as exemplied in typial Monte Carlo
ongurations depited in Fig. 2. Due to the pinning the
defets tend to stik to the pinning lines at low tempera-
tures. The detahment or depinning of the defets from
those lines is expeted to our without phase transi-
tion, as had been shown in the framework of SOS models
with pinning [13℄. The mapping of the minimal model
onto the standard SOS model has been disussed before
[9℄. However, one the defets take positions far from
the pinning sites, the magneti interations may mediate
eetively attrative ouplings between the defets. As
for vanishing pinning [9℄, these ouplings, absent in stan-
dard SOS models, may eventually destroy the ohereny
of the defet stripes through a phase transition, as will
be disussed below. We shall provide numerial evidene
that the transition is of rst order. The eet of the pin-
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FIG. 4: Spei heat, C, at qp = 0 (squares), 0.2 (irles), 0.5 (diamonds), and 1.0 (triangles), for systems of size (a) L = M =
20, showing results from transfer matrix alulations (solid line) and simulations, and of size (b) L = M = 80, obtained from
simulations.
ning on the meandering and breaking up of the stripes,
for various physial quantities, is exemplied in Figs. 3
to 7. Note that in most of the gures we did not inlude
error bars sine they were, typially, not larger than the
size of the symbols. Suh a statement would not hold
for appreiably shorter Monte Carlo runs beause of the
rather slow utuations of the defet stripes.
At T > 0, without pinning, Ep = 0, the model shows
no magneti longrange order. The spin orrelation fun-
tion parallel to the hains, G1, has been shown, doing
a freefermion alulation, to deay algebraially at low
temperatures [9℄. Indeed, our new Monte Carlo results
both for G1 and G2 are onsistent with suh an alge-
brai deay in the lowtemperature phase haraterized
by meandering defet stripes whose positions an utu-
ate rather freely. In partiular, for nite systems of size
L×L, the prole of the absolute value of the magnetiza-
tion, |mL(i)| =
√
m2L(i), reets the translational invari-
ane, i.e. it does not depend on i, and it dereases signi-
antly with inreasing system size L. In marked ontrast,
with pinning, Ep > 0, at low temperatures longrange
magneti order sets in, as seen easily from the proles
of the absolute magnetization between two pinning lines.
The proles are denoted in the following by ML(k) with
k running from 1 to 11; k = 1 and k = 11 denote the two
pinning lines, the enter line in between them is at k = 6.
Obviously, one has ML(12 − k) = ML(k) for reasons of
symmetry. Examples of pertinent proles are displayed
in Fig. 3 at weak, qp = 0.2, and strong, qp = 2.0, pin-
ning. Longrange order at low temperatures follows from
the fat that the magnetization espeially near the en-
ter between the two pinning lines is largely independent
of system size. At high temperatures, the magnetiza-
tion dereases appreiably with inreasing system size,
tending to zero in the thermodynami limit. Indeed,
nitesize analyses allow one to loate the phase tran-
sition temperature as a funtion of the pinning strength,
Tc(qp = Ep/|Ja|). Estimates agree with those obtained
from analyses of the spei heat C, to be disussed next.
Note that ML(k) (or an average over these absolute line
magnetizations) may be onsidered as the order param-
eter of the problem.
Results for the spei heat C are depited in Figs.
4a and 4b for latties with linear dimension L = 20 and
80 at pinning 0 ≤ qp ≤ 1.0. At xed pinning and vary-
ing temperature, one observes two maxima in C. The
maximum at the lower temperature is almost indepen-
dent of the system size, and it stems from the mean-
dering of the defets stripes with few exitations, i.e. a
small kink density, as we heked by analysing and sim-
ulating orresponding SOS or TSK (terraestepkink)
models [13, 14, 15℄ with pinning, similarly to the ase
without pinning [9℄. The lower maximum is shifted to-
wards higher temperatures when inreasing the pinning
strength Ep. It may eventually be masked by the up-
per maximum. The upper maximum of C, ourring
at T
max
(L), signals the instability of the defet stripes
due to thermally exited large utuations of the defet
positions. At strong pinning, these utuations are ex-
peted to set in one the defets start to detah in sig-
niant numbers from the pinning lines, giving then rise
to a large spei heat, see Fig. 4b. In any event, the
height of the seond maximum inreases learly with in-
reasing system size, indiating a phase transition in the
thermodynami limit, L → ∞. To estimate the transi-
tion temperature, we plotted T
max
(L) versus 1/L, with
5L going up to 160, see Fig. 5. From a linear extrap-
olation one may approximate the phase transition tem-
perature Tc(qp) = Tmax(L = ∞). Tc(qp) is found to
inrease monotonially with qp. More speially, we ob-
tain the following estimates from the data depited in
Fig.5.: kBTc(qp)/|Ja| = 1.1± 0.1 at qp = 0.2 (being lose
to the estimate at qp = 0 [9℄), 1.30 ± 0.1 at qp = 0.5,
1.55± 0.1 at qp = 1.0, and 2.10± 0.05 at qp = 2.0, with
error bars reeting some of the unertainty in the linear
extrapolation. Finite size analyses for other quantities
lead to similar estimates for the possible transition tem-
perature, as already mentioned in ontext of the magne-
tization proles.
With pinning, the magnetization hanges more and
more drastially for larger systems lose to T
max
(L), om-
pare to Fig. 3. This behavior may suggest that in the
thermodynami limit the phase transition is of rst or-
der, with a jump in the magnetization at Tc. To larify
this aspet, we determined the perpendiular orrelation
length, following from G2, when approahing Tc from
high temperatures. The orrelation length may be esti-
mated from analyzing the funtion [16℄
ξ
e
(r) = −
(
d(lnG2(r))
d(r)
)−1
with G2(r) =
∑
i
|G2(i, r)|/L (6)
Typially, the 'eetive orrelation length' ξ
e
(r) in-
reases rather quikly monotonially for small r until
it aquires a plateaulike behavior, and nally it rises
steeply due to the nite size eet and periodi bound-
ary onditions. Obviously, at a plateau of height ξ0, one
has G2 ∝ exp(−r/ξ0). Indeed, in the thermodynami
limit for T > Tc, the height of the plateau at large r
obviously orresponds to the standard orrelation length
ξ. Muh are is needed lose to the transition beause
very large system sizes may have to be studied to get
an extended plateau. From simulations of systems with
L = M = 160, we determined the orrelation length ver-
sus temperature, at various xed qp. Using linear extrap-
olation near Tc(qp), see above, we estimate the perpen-
diular orrelation length at the transition. It is found to
inrease from about 20 lattie spaings at Ep/|Ja| = 2.0
to about 30 lattie spaings at Ep = 0; i.e., it is nite.
This nding supports the suggestion that the destrution
of the defet stripes ours through a phase transition of
rst order, with and also without pinning. A remark of
aution may be added for the ase of vanishing pinning.
There, spin orrelations in the lowtemperature phase
deay algebraially, and one might expet a transition
of KosterlitzThouless type. As has been noted before,
however, algebrai order an be also destroyed by a tran-
sition of rst order [17, 18℄.
The destrution of the defet stripes an be seen rather
diretly in the average minimal distane between defets
in adjaent hains, dm. In Fig. 6, simulational data for
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FIG. 5: Size dependene of the loation of the maximum in
the spei heat, T
max
(L), as obtained from simulations, at
qp = 0.2 (squares), 0.5 (diamonds), 1.0 (triangles up), and 2.0
(triangles left) for L = M ranging from 20 to 160.
system sizes L = M ranging from 20 to 160, at qp = 2.0,
are displayed. The temperature dependene of dm re-
sembles losely the one found for the model without pin-
ning [9℄. While at low temperatures dm(T ) does not de-
pend signiantly on the system size, it starts to rise
rapidly at some harateristi temperature, orrespond-
ing to T
max
(L) in the ase of the spei heat, with the
height of the maximum in the temperature derivative of
dm inreasing strongly with larger system size. The lo-
ation of the maximum, signalling the breaking up of the
stripes, moves to lower temperatures as L gets larger.
The quantitative behaviour is quite similar to the one of
the spei heat and the magnetization proles, for the
various pinning strengths qp = 0, 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0.
The destabilization of the stripes seems to be driven
by eetively attrative ouplings between onseutive
defets in a hain, mediated by the spin interations Ja
(possibly reminisent of the spinbag mehanism [19℄).
Indeed, eetively attrative ouplings may our when
two suh defets, say, in hain j, at sites (i, j) and
(i + m, j), are displaed strongly with respet to or-
responding defets in adjaent hains, j ± 1, so that the
spins in those hains at sites in between (i, j ± 1) and
(i + m, j ± 1) have the same sign as the spins between
the two defets in hain j. Suh a situation may be re-
alized, for instane, when three defets in hain j are in
a age of four defets in total, at, say, sites (i, j ± 1) and
(i + k, j ± 1), in the neighboring hains with spin lus-
ters of the same sign between the two pairs of defets
in these hains j − 1 and j + 1. Then two of the three
defets in the age will move towards eah other [9℄. In
6any event, due to the eetively attrative oupling, me-
diated by Ja, two onseutive defets in hain j tend to
form a pair of nextnearest neighboring defets having
the minimal separation distane of two lattie spaings.
The temperature and size dependene of the probability
to nd suh pairs of defets, given by the pair probability
nd(l = 1), is depited in Fig. 7, at xed pinning strength,
qp = 2.0, and various system sizes. In general, the pro-
nouned inrease of the pair probability ours lose to
the temperature T
max
(L), where other quantities signal
the thermal instability of the defet stripes as well. For
larger system sizes the inrease in nd(1) gets sharper and
sharper in aordane with a transition of rst order. At
strong pinning, the pair probability rises quite drastially
already in systems of moderate size, see Fig. 7, possibly
reeting the moderate orrelation length at the transi-
tion, as disussed above.
Note that the type of stripe instability we observe here
is not inluded in standard desriptions of wall instabil-
ities in two dimensions [17, 20, 21, 22℄, where either the
number of walls is not xed, giving rise to inommen-
surate strutures, or disloations play an important role
in the ontext of melting of rystals. Also the bunhing
of steps in TSK models with attrative stepstep inter-
ations [23℄ or instabilities in polymer laments due to
attrative ouplings [24, 25℄ are rather dierent from the
destrution of defet stripes due to the pairing of defets
indued by the interhain magneti interations Ja.
IV. SUMMARY
In this paper a twodimensional Ising model with peri-
odi loal pinning of mobile defets has been studied. Al-
beit the model has been motivated by reent experiments
on uprates with lowdimensional magneti interations,
the model is believed to be of genuine theoretial interest
as well.
In partiular, based on Monte Carlo simulations and
transfer matrix alulations, the model is found to de-
sribe the pinning, meandering and, nally at higher tem-
peratures, the destrution of defet stripes.
The pinning gives rise to a longrange ordered mag-
neti phase at low temperatures while magneti orre-
lations deay algebraially at low temperatures without
pinning.
The thermal instability of the defet stripes, whih
had been already identied for vanishing pinning, shifts
towards higher temperatures as the pinning strength
inreases. The instability is signalled by pronouned
anomalies, among others, in the spei heat, in the mag-
netization prole, in the probability of defet pairs with
shortest separation distane, and in the average mini-
mal distane between defets in neighboring hains. The
breaking up of the stripes is aused by an eetively at-
trative oupling between the defets mediated by the
interhain interations between spins in adjaent hains.
The attrative oupling leads to a pairing of defets.
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FIG. 6: Average minimal distane between defets in adjaent
rows dm(T ), at qp = 2.0, simulating systems of size L = M =
20 (squares), 40 (diamonds), 80 (triangles), and 160 (irles).
We provide evidene that the stripe instability results
in a phase transition of rst order, aompanied, in the
thermodynami limit, by jumps in various quantities,
inluding the magnetization prole and the orrelation
length. This harater of the transition seems to persist
for vanishing pinning.
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